
Date: 11th March 2019 - 25th April 2019

Prices: Cheap 2 x kebabs €1.40 Tea 0.28 
Hotel: €25 per night ***
Visa: E-visa for 90 days €20 pp
Camping: Wild camping common in Turkey. Even at service stations.
Turkcell: SIM card €20 for 1 month (12gb-300min local calls - 30min EU calls) 
Our Route: Go to our “track us” page
Our Photos of Turkey: Go to our “photos” page

From Greece we cycled across a small bridge armed with two military guys, then we came to 
the Turkish Passport control. We printed out our E-visa on line a few days before ($20 each). 
There were no issues or long waits getting into Turkey. They only asked us to open one bag then 
just said “you have camping in that bag?””tent in that ?” we said yes and he apologised for the 
questions and sent us on our way. They welcomed us into there country, the armed military even 
wanted a selfie with us. A good start to our first time cycling across Turkey.  
It was so much easier and relaxing to know you are allowed to wild camp in Turkey so our first 
night was just a few miles from the border among the firn trees. We felt very safe camping in 
Turkey and everyone was friendly and helpful but we still had issues with wild dogs. 

We cycled to Istanbul and stayed in a hotel for three nights near the Blue Mosque. This is where 
we both emptied our panniers and decided to give some of our kit away as our bikes were still 
to heavy and because of this we are cycling slow, it is frustrating.  

From Istanbul we cycled the very busy and noisy D100. We got bored with this road and 
decided to use a different road which took us up into the mountains, a local saw us sat at the 
side of the road and suggested us another route which we took and it was a lot quieter road 
and not overly mountainous. 

We cycled to Ankara ( not worth the hassle of getting there, just a lot of buildings and it’s all 
built on steep hills). From Ankara we headed to Tuz Salt Lake, we kind of came of route and 
went across a few fields and saw nothing for miles, we finally came across a house were we had 
to go and ask for water. 



The salt lake was well worth the trek. You can watch our video on our “films” page. We had to 
stay in Sereflikochisar for two days as the weather was terrible, we did set off but we were 
forced to turn back because of strong side winds and a storm. 

We cycled across the center of Turkey to Cappadocia,we saw nothing for days just a few 
Shepard’s so I was so happy to get to Cappadocia. I highly recommended this area we stayed 
in Goreme home of the “fairy chimneys” homes carved into the valley and hundreds of hot air 
balloons each morning to take you up over the valley. We even went to the ski resort in the next 
town to try some skiing. It was great to be in a tourist area, I was craving some western food, 
beer and wine, so I spent every night in the Chinese, I highly recommend it , it’s the one on the 
main street up some steep stairs. Great food and staff.  
From Cappadocia we were on another long boring road and the weather was terrible, we 
camped a few nights at the service stations and spent two night in the hills with the sheep as we 
were snowed in and didn’t want to cycle in the snow blizzard.  
Turkey for me was not a pleasant cycling experience, due to a lot of things one we had winter 
weather for months, long endless boring roads and cycling, I got fed up of kebab meat, bread 
and chi. So I was so pleased to get to Georgia along the costal road which was a nice road to 
cycle all the way into Georgia. 

Other Information 
Istanbul- Hotel Historia 
            Cankurtaran Mh., Amiral Tafdil Sk. No:11, 34122 Sultanahmet/Fatih/İstanbul, Turkey
Cappadocia- Kose Pension Hostel/hotel ( with swimming pool)
               Sağlık Ocağı Sok, Ragıp Üner Cd. No:6, 50180 Göreme 
Cappadocia- Peking Chinese Restaurant 
Cappadocia- Teras Pub
Şereflikoçhisar- Hotel Yildirim
                    Kale Mahallesi, No:, Ankara Cd. No:121, 06950

Istanbul Europe to Asia - If you want to cycle over the bridge that takes you from Europe to 
Asia be aware it is patrolled by police and will more than likely turn you back so the best way is 
the boat (we went for it over the bridge). 


